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Since the recognition of SARS-CoV-2 virus in December 2019 there have been more than seventy-two million cases and greater than 1.6 million deaths globally, as well as more than 300,000 deaths in the United States attributable to COVID-19 [1]. COVID-19 has had a dramatic impact on modern global society and will be a major part of the collective global biosphere for the foreseeable future. Similar to the response to other modern-era infectious disease outbreaks (Human Immunodeficiency Virus, H1N1 Influenza, Ebola virus, and Zika virus) vaccination is a potent mitigation strategy being aggressively pursued against SARS-CoV-2. The strategic approach to vaccine development has been outlined by global scientific leaders [2]. As the approach unfolds for the development, testing, and implementation, pregnant women represent an important albeit scientifically complex population(s) that warrants consideration and responsible inclusion throughout the entire process. The complexity of pregnancy should be viewed as an opportunity to generate much needed evidence through responsible inclusion of these women in research, rather than a barrier to progress and reason for unjust exclusion, which has been the norm for decades.

For many respiratory infectious diseases, pregnant women and neonates are two high-risk populations that suffer disproportionate rates of morbidity and mortality. The cumulative data thus far suggest that pregnant women are at a higher risk for serious morbidities from COVID-19, albeit more modest than other pathogens, such as 2009 H1N1 Influenza. These heightened morbidities are noted in terms of an increased need for intensive care, mechanical ventilation and death among symptomatic pregnant women, as well as suggestions of increased rates of preterm birth [3,4]. For many decades the powerful concept of passive immunization of the neonate via maternal infection or immunization and transplacental passage of protective antibody into the fetal/neonatal circulation has been recognized, with protection afforded against tetanus, smallpox, influenza, and pertussis, among other pathogens [5]. Thus, maternal vaccination can protect the mother, the fetus, and the infant. As one example, influenza vaccination during pregnancy decreases the risk of severe disease in the mother, which positively impacts the fetus by reducing the risk of preterm birth and/or pregnancy loss, as well as providing protection for the infant during the first few months of life [5]. Therefore, a single intervention offers powerful protection for two susceptible individuals who are at increased risk of a disease and its consequences.

There is an important need to demonstrate safety of vaccine products specifically during pregnancy. Moreover, given the distinct physiologies and susceptibilities of pregnancy, response to vaccination may differ from that of the general population (although this has not generally been noted to date). Consequently, optimal public health programming and clinical use requires pregnancy-specific data. Evidence from research evaluations of vaccines in pregnancy may increase vaccine confidence in pregnant women and their obstetric providers so that women themselves are protected, as well as facilitate efforts to achieve herd immunity among the entire population. These efforts will help also to decrease household transmissions among children potentially too young to receive vaccination, as vaccine becomes available for public use. Additionally, as prioritization schemata have been designed for novel coronavirus vaccines, it is apparent that reproductive-age and pregnant women represent a significant proportion of the health-care workforce that are at top priority for receipt. Pregnancy-specific data will help to ensure that those at highest risk have access to vaccine. Encouragingly, some pharmaceutical manufacturers, working in collaboration with the National Institutes of Health, are beginning to share their plans in designing and sponsoring pregnancy-specific trials. This is a welcome development and in line with a United States Lawmakers’ requests written near the outset of the pandemic [6].

While there is a clear need to include pregnant women in COVID-19 vaccine research efforts, there are barriers to gathering needed data and ensuring that this population is protected in the epidemic response. Pregnant women have been historically
excluded from vaccine trials, except those that were carried out for 2009 H1N1 influenza vaccines (due in large part to years of use of seasonal influenza vaccines in pregnancy), pertussis vaccines, and most recently vaccines expressly developed for maternal immunization. Without timely and robust evidence about safety and efficacy during pregnancy, pregnant women have previously been denied opportunities to receive vaccines that would have protected them and their offspring in numerous epidemics. When pregnant women are neither expressly considered nor prioritized in early efforts to develop vaccines, they are in turn excluded from participating in research and the generation of evidence, which then results in exclusion from vaccine delivery programs. This perpetuated cycle of exclusion (Fig. 1) is profoundly unjust and deeply problematic. As a recent important example, exclusion of pregnant women from earlier Ebola vaccine trials in 2015–2016 meant that suboptimal data were available only from the small number of inadvertent exposures during pregnancy. This in turn led to the exclusion of pregnant women from subsequent Ebola vaccine trial and deployment activities in 2018–2019, despite clear signals that Ebola-related outcomes were worse during pregnancy, including devastating consequences for the woman and fetus [7]. The global medical and research establishment can and should do better with the response to COVID-19.

If this pattern persists in the context of COVID-19, we risk a double injustice: (1) pregnant women would be unfairly denied opportunities to participate in COVID-19 vaccine studies that may directly benefit them and/or their offspring and (2) as the response continues, all pregnant women, their providers, and health policymakers would have to make unnecessarily difficult decisions because of inadequate evidence about vaccine use in pregnancy, leading to overall less vaccine use and its afforded protections in this population. These inequitable outcomes are not, however, inevitable. Global efforts to change the status quo have been underway in recent years. Among the many global efforts in this space, the PREVENT Working Group [8] issued 22 specific recommendations in 2019 to promote equity for pregnant women and their offspring in epidemic vaccine development and response. Below, we highlight a few key points from the PREVENT report’s recommendations on the inclusion of pregnant women in vaccine studies.

Pregnant women should have opportunities to enroll in COVID-19 vaccine studies whenever the prospect of benefit outweighs the risks to themselves, their offspring, or both. Trials of a multitude of candidate SARS-CoV2 vaccines are progressing rapidly with many efficacy trials underway (or recently completed). These trials are anticipated to be large and enroll thousands of participants [9]. There is an urgent need to proactively plan for appropriate evaluation of vaccine candidates in pregnancy, with attention to which trials meet ethical standards for fair inclusion based on risk–benefit assessment, approaches to generate needed evidence on pregnancy-specific indicators and outcomes, and ensuring compliance with regulatory prerequisites.

Ethical standards generally consider pregnant women eligible for enrollment when there is a reasonable judgment that research participation is likely to be at least as beneficial to the pregnant woman and the fetus as alternatives to participation. Applied to the context of COVID-19 vaccine trials, this would entail an assessment of the prospect of benefits and risks from receiving an investigational vaccine as compared to the risk of exposure to community-acquired infection and progression to severe COVID-19 disease amidst available treatment options—taking into account that the benefits and risks in both scenarios apply across the maternal-fetal dyad. Determining whether the prospect of benefit outweighs the risk in these and other trials depends on several factors, including characteristics of vaccine candidates as well as the epidemiological context in which trials are conducted (8, table 1 specifically). When the full range of harms and risks to pregnant women and their neonates of contracting SARS-CoV-2 virus is considered, this criterion is likely to be satisfied for many vaccine candidates. Consideration of the background risks of infection and severe disease as part of the risk–benefit assessment may be particularly relevant for the subset of pregnant frontline and essential workers, who face an unavoidable increased risk of infection and disease.

When the prospect of benefit exceeds the risks, enough pregnant women should be recruited to allow an assessment of safety and immunogenicity to gather as much evidence as possible using standardized outcome measures [10]. Clinical development plans and study protocols may adopt a range of approaches for collecting data from pregnant women, including the conduct of parallel or companion studies to the main efficacy trial, or through a sub-study of the main trial.

In addition, it should be anticipated that some of the women of childbearing potential who participate in these large efficacy trials will become pregnant within a relevant window following immunization. It is important to know now whether sponsors of current vaccine trials (and for forthcoming trials soon to launch) have protocols in place to capture data on immunogenicity and pregnancy-specific indicators of safety that can be systematically collected from these individuals [10]. Again, where benefit exceeds risks, women who become pregnant while participating in a trial should be given the opportunity to receive all doses in a vaccine series.

Because certain non-clinical studies are often a prerequisite for including pregnant women in trials, such as developmental and reproductive toxicology studies, investigators and developers should coordinate with national regulatory authorities to determine what will be required and initiate required non-clinical studies for promising candidates, depending on vaccine platforms used and historical experience with these platforms. Doing so as possible will allow for timely participation of pregnant women in appropriate future trials.

In conclusion, there are many compelling scientific, public health, and ethical reasons pregnant women need to be considered and included in vaccine investigations and eventual use in our global efforts to mitigate COVID-19. The current pandemic presents a critical opportunity to correct the current practice of exclusion and the paradoxical harms such an approach produces. Professional societies such as the American College of Obstetricians & Gynecologists have recently recommended that authorized COVID-19 vaccines should not be withheld from pregnant individuals who are otherwise eligible to be immunized [11]. This was based on a situational-appropriate decision by both the FDA and the ACIP to

Fig. 1. Cycle of exclusion [8].
use permissive language for this population given the lack of safety signals from ongoing animal studies nor a strong biologic plausibility of harm from the newer mRNA vaccine platforms. While this is an appropriate and welcome decision and direction, much more needs to be done to generate an equitable evidence base in pregnancy [11]. The time to do better is now.
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